
ALLEGATION DISPOSITION RECORD

Allegation No.: Ri-98-A-0102 Branch Chief (AOC): Linville
Site: Salem Acknowledged: Yes
Panel Date: 10/21/98 Confidentiality Granted: No

Issue discussed: REPANEL: Alleger claimed H&l and that licensee pushed productivity over
safety when a main steam valve root cause analysis was not properly evaluated. Residents
completed technical review and did not substantiate alleger's concerns. DOL did not
substantiate H&l and Alleger has appealed.

Further, following receipt of status letter and inspection report excerpt. Alleger provided
supplemental info to us on 9/30/98 refuting our assessment. Resident inspector review of
supplemental Info concluded that no new significant info was presented. [The basis for this
determination is attached for review]

ALLEGATION PANEL DECISIONS (Previous Allegation Panels on issue: Yes on 5/6/98 and

7/31198)

Attendees: Chair - Hehl Branch Chief (AOC) - SAC - Vito/Modes
01 Rep. - Loaan RI Counsel - Fewell Others - Nicholson

DISPOSITION ACTIONS: (State actions required for closure (including special

concurrences), responsible person, ECD and expected closure documentation) NOTE: If
filling out electronically, use a larger, bold font to aid individuals in reading this material.

1) Following discussion between resident inspectors and Alleger (for mutual
understanding of concerns and further clarification of our position based on
inspection findings), send 2nd Status Letter responding to receipt and review of
supplemental info. DRP to provide record of meeting to SAC for file.

Responsible Person: L.Harrison ECD: 11/13/98
Closure Documentation: Completed:

2) Await DOL decision on appeal

Responsible Person: ECD: TBD

Closure Documentation: Completed:

3) Closeout letter, if initial DOL decision upheld by ALJ

Responsible Person: L.Harrison ECD: TBD
Closure Documentation: Completed:

Safety Significance Assessment: None
Priority of 01 Investigation N/A

If potential discrimination or wrongdoing and 01 is not opening a case, rationale is:

ARB MINUTES ARE REVIEWED AND APPROVED AT THE ARB



From: Michele Evans
To: SLU, DJV
Date: 10/5/98 2:08pm
Subject: DRP/DRS Alleg Panel Schedule for lOn1/98 -Reply -Forwarded

Sharon and Dave,

I did get the info from you, and was about to send you the same E-mail. We need to look at this a little more before we
repanel it. So please take us off the schedule for Oct 7 and put us on for the 21st.

thanks.

Michele

CC: LMH1


